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An Inquiry
What part does love play in leadership? If love was at the heart of our
leadership, what might be possible? What does ‘leading from love’ mean?
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SUMMARY RESEARCH REPORT
November 2018
A high level summary of key research findings exploring what might
be possible in organisations if we could lead with love. Alongside
the data, I also explore some of the themes more widely, thinking
out loud about the relationship between leadership and love.
The report is based on a series of interviews and an online survey completed over the summer
of 2018 and represents Phase 1 of a longer inquiry.

HOW IT BEGAN
When I started to talk about being interested in
exploring love in leadership I noticed a curious
response. Instead of ‘great idea’, generally,
people said “you don’t mean love, though, do you?
You mean compassion or empathy.” Erm, no I
don’t, I mean love. “Well, it’s about engagement,
I guess”. No, I guess it’s about love. I sensed a
nervousness. Was that their own lack of ease
with explicitly using the term love? Or maybe they
didn’t want me to embarrass myself somehow
with a topic that was a bit edgy?
But it got me even more interested in the word
and our reactions to it. Why do we want to dilute
the word? What’s that about? Why does it appear
so difficult?
As a leadership development consultant and
a coach working with senior leaders in a
range of organisations, it’s my responsibility
to do my own personal development. And I
like to go deep. And, no matter where I have
been – Findhorn Foundation, Hoffman Process,
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Celebration of Being, shadow work training, integral
coach training – I kept coming back to the same
theme. That if we bring more love to a situation –
any situation – it makes a huge difference.
I was also coming to see that, while some
organisations are building extraordinary
communities with purpose and passion and
humanity at their heart, even more are becoming
less human, less connected. Even more we’re
asking people to leave parts of themselves at
the door. For example, the organisation I worked
for whose culture was described as savage and
brutal. The company whose policy allowed no
compassionate leave for the death of a sister,
only a parent. The myriad examples of managers
and leaders who treated their teams as if they
just were ‘bad robots’.
I knew I wanted to see whether the two worlds
I was inhabiting – the world of deep and radical
personal growth work and the corporate world
– might cross over. Could what I was learning

and experiencing so powerfully in my personal
development be applied to leadership and the
way we lead our organisations?
I’m deeply interested in seeing what we
need to do to make organisations places of
‘psychological safety’ – places where we’re
able to show and employ all of who we are
without fear of negative consequence. To
counteract the unthinking un-humanness that
goes on. To prevent the creeping culture of fear
that I experience in so many of our workplaces.
But also to explore what might be possible
– ambitiously, optimistically – for ourselves
and our organisations if we could bring more
love into our workplaces. I want us to lead our
organisations with more love in our hearts and
in our behaviour.
I wanted to know, could the daily practice of
love help with the problems that confront us in
our organisations?

This is the first part of my ongoing inquiry into
that question. I’m sharing here what I learned
from some early research, combined with
further reading and thinking. I hope it stimulates
your own thinking on the topic and encourages
you to begin your own inquiry into the (your)
relationship between leadership and love. I make
some suggestions at the end about how you
might begin…

‘Love is what we
were born with;
fear is what we learned’
Marianne Williamson
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THE RESEARCH DATA AND DISCUSSION
SECTION 1

LOVE MATTERS

‘How important is love in the workplace’
Not important or of little importance 5.6%
Important 47.2%
Very important 47.2%

5.6%

47.2%

47.2%

This was my first question. And 94.4%
of respondents felt that love at work
was either very important (47.2%) or
important (47.2%) They said:
• ‘humans work best in a loving environment
– love is a core human need’
• ‘if love is important in life, why wouldn’t it
also be important in the workplace’
• ‘that love helps us feel safe and when we
feel safe we are able to be ourselves and
take risks. We can do what needs to be done
rather than what we need to do to keep safe’
• ‘the challenges we face as a human
race require a connection to something
deeper and real and in our hearts for new
responses to emerge’
• ‘because we need to counter balance the
Victorian work approach of making money,
the focus on processes and systems and the
scientific underpinning of work that requires
us to be emotionless’
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As Adam Kahane describes it in ‘Power and
Love’: ‘organisations have become all about (what
he calls) power – ‘the drive for realisation that
can produce furiously competitive commercial
creativity and growth’. And that drive is vitally
important, for sure. But at the expense of
emotions? At the expense of our humanity, and
our hearts? Risking us becoming disconnected
with our selves and with other people?
Cauterised from our feelings?
It seems that the way we’re working today sets
us up to have no space for emotional connection.
We’ve become ‘willing to sacrifice emotional
connection in order to get the job done’ says bell
hooks in the Will to Change.
But my data seems to indicate that we want
something different.
‘What would it be like if love were present?’
I asked, wanting to know what might be the
rewards or benefits. There were four key themes:
The first related to Self with comments like:
• ‘I’d shine more brightly’ and ‘be the best version
of myself’
• ‘I’d have personal joy and satisfaction’
• ‘I’d look after myself a bit more’
The second was Others with respondents
feeling strongly that our connections with other
people would be deeper and stronger, more
meaningful and more open.
They described it as contributing to a real sense
of community and tribe:
• ‘less competitiveness with each other’
• there would be a ‘tribe’ feel to work’
• ‘more enriching connections with others’
• ‘more trust, more sharing, more giving’

The third theme pointed directly to Business. It
was ‘the differentiator in high performance’, with:
• ‘braver decisions’
• ‘unusual responses to pervasive and complex
challenges would emerge’
• ‘sustainable change towards people and the
environment and away from mechanistic thinking’
Finally, respondents had a feeling that it would
be contagious and that we’d see our behaviours
mirrored back to us with more people being role
models for love – and perhaps resulting in ’an
infectious spread of affection for what we do that
we call work’.
So firstly, there seems to be a clear recognition
in the data that love is core human need. As
Thomas Lewis says in A General Theory of Love,
as human beings we are driven by our limbic
system and hard-wired for love and connection.
And yet, in our current work context, he can see
‘we feel we have triumphed if we have subjugated
our emotions’. Work has become about getting
things done, creating things and changing things,
about productivity and efficiency.
But if we need love as human beings, then
we also need it at work, right? Why would that
not follow?
Secondly, some of the data also chimes with
critical management theory that suggests that
organisations are too powerful not to play a social

role in our lives, and demands organisations to
put purpose and sustainability above profit. My
respondents know that our organisations can be
so much more than they are if more love was
present. Maybe even that more love means
better business.
So love appears to provide a counterbalance –
good medicine and strong medicine, if you like – to
stories of the inhumanity of some of our working
practices. We hear about these at some of our
major retailers or in the gig economy all of which
have been described as the new ‘satanic mills’ of
our generation. Corporate austerity policies ask
us to do ‘more with less’ and we pay a high price
in levels of stress, mental health and wellbeing. In
the search for ever greater rationality, efficiency,
productivity and competitive advantage we
squeeze out our humanity.
As a coach and through running leadership
development programmes across all sectors, I
see up close and personal the price people are
paying for this way of working. Anxiety and
depression, stress and burnout, shut down and
cut off from their feelings, anger …and the physical
symptoms that go along with those. Their stuff
becomes my stuff, for a short while. And it’s not
good. I don’t want that for my clients. For anyone.
No one deserves to pay such a high price for
organisational efficiency. I think love can help.
But it’s not straightforward…
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SECTION 2

LOVE MATTERS – BUT IT’S PROBLEMATIC

‘How comfortable are you talking about love
at work?’
Very uncomfortable 5.5%
Uncomfortable 24.7%
Neither comfortable
nor uncomfortable 23.3%
Comfortable 34.2%

5.5%
12.3%

24.7%

Very
comfortable 12.3%
34.2%
23.3%

Despite the strong message that love is
important in work, 30.3% said they felt either
very uncomfortable (5.5%) or uncomfortable
(24.7%) talking about love at work.
Reasons people gave included:
• ‘Doing so would make me appear weak – that
love is generally viewed as weakness and
weakness doesn’t belong in the workplace’

I’m reminded what Bob Marshak says about
what goes underground in organisations, what
rarely gets spoken about. In Covert Process in
Organisations, he names several things that
are taboo subjects… emotions, our fears, hidden
agendas. And also aspirations – it’s somehow not
acceptable to talk about our hopes and dreams,
and what we long for. If it’s true of aspirations, I
imagine that the same goes for love, even though
it’s not expressly on Marshak’s list.
I then asked ‘what blocks you from leading
from love?’ and that included:
• ‘judging that others will be dismissive’
• ‘my need to fit in with others’
• ‘others not being comfortable’
• ‘afraid to reveal my true self’ and ‘my
own insecurities’
• ‘my fear of what love demands of me’

• ‘I would be judged and misunderstood’

Through the comments, some themes emerge:

• ‘It feels flaky and unprofessional’

Fear was a key issue and, specifically, fear of
being judged by others and also the fear of our
own vulnerability.

• ‘It might undermine what I’m trying to
achieve at work’
• It’s ‘too personal and intimate’ and ‘over the
line’ of what’s acceptable in the workplace
• That the ‘place for love is firmly at home
and not work’
As I said in the introduction, people seemed to
want to steer me away from doing a piece of
research on love, per se, in the first place. And
this data appears to match those responses. I
often quote the actor Steve Coogan at this point,
who said in an interview… ‘my adage is that the
edgiest word to use at the moment isn’t f**k, piss
or shit. It’s love. That’s what really makes people’s
buttocks clench’.
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I think that’s true. We find it a very difficult word
to use and I’m interested in that.
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I don’t think that the opposite of love is hate.
Well, it is in one sense, for sure. But I think a
more meaningful opposite is fear. And I see a
lot of fear in the organisations I work in and in
the people I work with. Fear of not belonging or
of not being liked. Fear of being found out and
of getting it wrong. Fear of just being wrong.
Of being judged and found wanting. Fear of
someone discovering ‘what we’re really like’.
In fact, one colleague I talked to recently, in
line with author Marianne Williamson’s thinking,
thought it was more than fear – he thought
that many of the people he met were terrified.

It’s paralysing to be in fear – it shuts down
all of our creativity and our ability to connect
and reach out, our willingness to take risks. It
means we separate ourselves and pull up our
drawbridges to protect ourselves. We are so full
of cortisol we can’t function as a whole human
being. I’m with Williamson when she says ‘when
love is absent, fear steps in’. And no good can
come of that.
And fear underpins some of these responses
above. That we might be seen as vulnerable
and weak for expressing or demonstrating
love – or even talking about it. That we will
be judged and thought odd and different. And
more – that we will be kicked out, sidelined,
ostracised, with our power, influence and
currency taken away from us. Surely that’s
our core fear, that we will be abandoned by
our tribe. Terrifying, in fact.
A second theme was appropriateness. That
work is just not the place for love. I mean,
I do get it – finding that line between what’s
appropriate and what’s not. And didn’t Kenneth
Williams once say ‘love is the most awful
intrusion of privacy’? But still. We see this
separation a lot. This split between home and
work. I was working with a team a couple of
years ago and two people who had worked
together a long time didn’t know that they each
had a 16 year old daughter.
Another example, just the other week. As
part of a leadership development programme,
a module that focused on ‘self’ had so many
people saying they had never spoken about
themselves with their work colleagues like
they were doing with us. And they were asking
‘really, is it ok to do that?’.
Yes, it really is. Because it’s not ok to believe
that we need to leave part of ourselves at the
door when we come to work – and mostly our
emotional life. How come I can’t show you all of
who I am? Including my love. What harm must

we be doing to ourselves to keep parts of us
so walled up from the people we spend most
of our working hours with?
A third theme was being too stressed and busy,
under pressure to deliver under pacesetting
leadership. Being on autopilot and being sucked
into transactional rather than relational work.
I see this in me. I can get so caught up in
my own stuff that I forget to look up and
connect with others. For Adam Kahane, love is
‘connection and opening up …to ourselves, to
each other and to the context and what’s needed
of us’. And it’s hard to do that when we have
our heads down the whole time.

‘Love is the only
emotion that expands
intelligence’
Herbert Maturano
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SECTION 3

HOW DO WE DEFINE LOVE?

Another theme for respondents was not knowing
how we might lead from love for lack of a clear
sense of what it looks like in practice. This is
what I’ll write more about soon.
But what do we even mean by love? How do we
define it? Do we need to find a definition that’s
fitting for the workplace? Or is love just love
wherever it goes? I intentionally didn’t provide
a definition in the research, preferring to build a
picture from respondents.
How did people define it?
This is what came back:
• Care was the word used most often. Again,
that’s a word that could probably use a
definition, but interesting to see it top of the list.
• Listening came a close second. Can there be
anything much more valuable than putting aside
your own stuff to really listen? Don’t we all
want/long to be heard? I think it’s possibly the
greatest gift we can give people.
• Then empathy and compassion and the ability
to see something through someone else’s eyes
and experiences. Even ‘hyper empathy’, for
one respondent.
• Being genuinely interested in all of who people
are’ and ‘giving people undivided attention’.
This isn’t leadership as ‘performance art’ but
as genuine interest in others.
• There was a cluster of words or phrases that
equated to really seeing and accepting people
for who they are, warts and all, no matter what.
No matter what. That’s a huge ask, isn’t it?
• The final theme was setting high standards.
Holding ‘yourself accountable first’ but also holding
high expectations of others …and then having
the courage to hold them to that, and having the
difficult conversations when necessary. This is
the part of love that is about saying no, holding
boundaries and being clear and direct.
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‘Have you ever been led from love’?, I wondered.
Many people said no, they hadn’t ever been.
Of those that said yes, it was clear that it was
a stand-out experience and that it felt markedly
different from other work cultures, it felt
‘materially different’.
It was also clear that they weren’t referring to
the most comfortable places they had worked
in – but rather that being led from love also
includes the tough conversations and holding
people to account.
When people had been led from love, they said:
• ‘I wanted to be the best I could be and go the
extra mile’
• ‘it felt great’ and ‘I felt safe’
• ‘I was able to push myself more’
• ‘it engendered greater loyalty’
• ‘it felt as if I was part of something bigger,
and we focused on the collective goals’ and
‘self-interest was secondary’
If we accept a definition of reputation as ‘the
stories people tell about you when you’re not in
the room’ then I wonder what stories people tell
about you (and me) in relation to the love that’s
in our leadership?

Conclusion
So, from this small survey, it seems that
the rewards of leading from love are clearly
there, for both people and organisations. The
research showed those rewards were really
worth striving for and it indicates that love
could be at the heart of unlocking them. And
yet it’s clearly problematic, takes conscious
choice and involves risk as well as reward.

SECTION 4

WHAT’S NEXT?

I’m a practitioner at heart. I want to make what
I do useful for people managing and leading. I’m
working toward writing more on this but, for now,
in the meantime, I want to know what can we do.
What steps can each of us take, starting now?
I’m suggesting three things and they are all
based on this assumption: that love is a choice.

In fact, says activist Valarie Kaur, ‘love is a
choice that we make over and over again’.
Whether we think of love as a verb, a noun or an
adjective, love ‘isn’t something that suddenly
strikes us… but it’s an act of will’ and ‘an
intentional disposition towards another person’.
You know that story about the two wolves fighting?

An old Cherokee is teaching his grandson about life:
“A fight is going on inside me,” he said to the boy. ”It is a terrible fight and it is between two wolves.
One is evil – he is anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority,
lies, false pride, superiority, and ego.”
He continued, “The other is good – he is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence,
empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith. The same fight is going on inside you – and inside
every other person, too.”
The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his grandfather: “Which wolf will win?”
The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one you feed.”
We can also choose. We can choose to adopt a loving mindset. And we can choose a loving action.
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And so my invitations are that we each:
1 Begin our own inquiry into our relationship
with love. Maybe we take a ‘depth’ look at
love – through journaling or reflection: where
did we first experience love; how does it show
up in our life now; who taught me most about
love; when do I connect most to a feeling of
love? Or, we keep a diary – like a gratitude
practice – and at the end of each day jot down
three things we did that were loving. Whatever
works. But the point here is that we make
a conscious choice to be interested in it for
ourselves. Love is an inside job, after all.
2 Start talking about love. We bring it out of the
shadow. In a recent piece, the activist George
Monbiot says that if something matters to us
then ‘we need to get embarrassing about [it]
and overcome our own reticence …and risk
upsetting people’. He says ‘we have a duty to
break the awkward silence and talk about the
subject other people want to avoid’. I’m with
him. I want an organisational world where
we can talk about love as freely as we do
performance management. So, go on. Stir
the pot a little. Start a conversation. Invite
someone out for coffee. Or bring it up at your
next team meeting. Maybe using my research
questions as your starting point.
3 Experiment with acts of love. You choose.
Whatever feels loving to you. It might be
small or mighty. And in any domain of
your life. The only requirement is that it’s
a behaviour and therefore could be evidenced
in some way. Yes, love is a mindset and an
inside job. But love is primarily a verb (in my
opinion) and it requires that we act. What
might you be willing to experiment with doing –
and what might you learn about leading from
love in the process?
And, if you’re up for it, please do let me know
how you get on and where your exploration
takes you.
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Next, for me
This is the first piece of a longer inquiry into
Leadership and Love and so my next steps are to:
• Do a series of in-depth interviews and case
studies with senior leaders to explore what
leading from love looks like in practice and
produce a ‘field guide’. If you know of anyone
who, in your view, really leads from love,
could you please put us in touch?
• Continue to write and blog about what I find,
what I’m learning and thinking.
• Run occasional workshops and events
to encourage conversation about how
love could be a radical and effective way of
making organisations better places for the
people in them.
You can follow these thoughts on LinkedIn,
Twitter or via my blog page on my website. And
please do get in touch if any of this sounds of
interest to you. I’d really like to hear from you.

Helena Clayton

‘When you love, you
wish to do things for.
You wish to sacrifice for.
You wish to serve.’’
Ernest Hemingway

RESEARCH SURVEY
The research was conducted over the summer
of 2018. Based on 6 in depth interviews to

• What enables you to lead from love? And if you
did more often, what would be the outcome?

‘map the field’, I asked the following questions:

• What blocks you from leading from love at work?

• How comfortable do you feel talking about love
at work? And why do you say that?

• 15% Board Director and 42% Director or
senior Manager

• How important is love in the workplace?
And why do you say that?
• In your opinion, what leadership behaviours
demonstrate love?
• Have you ever worked anywhere where the
leaders ‘led from love?’ How did this feel?
What level is your role?

There were 75 respondents:

• 37% from organisations employing over
5,000 people
• 40% from the private sector and 23%
public sector

How many people does your
organisation employ?

What type of organisation
do you work for?

37%

42%

40%
10%

10%

15%

8%

14%

6%

18%
6%

19%

8%

31%

14%

22%

Other director/ Senior manager 42%

Upto 50 31%

251-1000 8%

Private services 40%

Middle manager 19%

51-100 8%

1001-5000 10%

Public services 22%

Board director 15%

101-250 6%

5001+ 37%

Production and manufacturing 14%

Non-manager/Freelance 18%

Not for profit 14%

Junior manager 6%

Various 10%
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